How The Open Tab Works

www.vezalisbeach.gr
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Facebook: Vezalis Beach Bar Restaurant
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Limit Tab
What Is A Limit Tab
A limit tab is a tab with a predetermined total limit, this is useful when you already
know the amount you want to spend behind the bar.
How It Works
You let us know the limit you want on your tab. If the limit you set is final, then the
bar serves ‘free’ drinks to your guests until the tab reaches close to that limit without
exceeding it. If you are not sure about the amount you want to spend, then you can set a
smaller limit. Once that limit is almost done, you will be updated and you can decide either
to extend the limit or not.
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No-Limit Tabs
What Is A No-Limit Tab
The no-limit tab is a tab with no total limit, this is useful when you want to pay for
all of your guest’s drinks.
How It Works
You let us know that you want a no-limit tab. Once we reach the end of the night, we
will let you know the total amount reached.
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Value Limit Of Drinks
The value of drinks is used in both limit and no-limit tabs. It is a parameter in order to
control the flow of how fast or slow your tab reached the limit, a higher value might mean
that the tab will be filled faster, whereas a smaller value might mean that the tab will fill
slower. If chosen to use the value limit, then we suggest a value equal to 7. This means that
your guests will be able to get any kind of drink that costs 7 euros or less. Of course they
might take something more expensive and pay the difference. The value of 7 is suggested
because it includes all standard drinks, beers, wines, soft drinks and excludes more
expensive drinks like premium drinks, ultra premium drinks cocktails. If you would like to
use tokens, think of the tokens as the value limit, each token would have a value and would
not exceed that value.
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Example Of How To Calculate Your Tab In Steps
1.
2.
3.

4.

Categorize your guests into children, male adults and female adults.
How much and what does each of these categories drink?
Children consume an average of 2 soft drinks depending their age, so if you multiply
the number of children with the price of 2 soft drinks (4.6) you have an average of
how much the children will consume from your tab for the whole night.
To calculate the male or female adults you do the same
Example

You are a group of 30 (10 children, 10 females and 10 males). Children drink 2 soft
drinks each (4.6), males drink 5 pints each (22.5), females drink 3 Gin Tonics each (21)) an
estimate would be 10*4.6+ 10*22.5+10*21=46+225+210=481 [Please note that the
numbers mentioned are different for each group, a group of 50 might drink less than a
group of 20.
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Serving And Portions
Our portions in drinks are 40ml for single (British double) and 80ml for double (British
quadruple). Our drinks are categorised in Standard, Premium and Ultra Premium. For the
Standard drinks the price is 6.5 for a single and 13 for a double, For the Premium drinks
the price is 8.5 for a single and 17 for a double. For the Ultra premium the price is 9 for a
single and 18 for a double. Gins are 0.5 more expensive than their categories, this means
that a Standard Gin would be 7, a Premium Gin would be 9 and an Ultra Premium Gin
would be 9.5 for a single and double for a double. The reason why doubles are double the
price is to have your guests getting single drinks so they don't get drunk during your
wedding day (our single is already a British double). Soft drinks are included in the price.
Exceptions are fresh orange juice and fresh mush of fruits (Strawberry, Mango, Green
Apple, Raspberry) which all are 0.5 on top of the price. For example if you order a
Beefeater strawberry Gin the price would be 7+0.5=7.5
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Brands And Pricing Categories

S Standard Drinks
P Premium Drinks
U Ultra Premium Drinks

Whiskey
Johnnie Walker Red Label
Haig
J&B
Jameson
Jack Daniel’s
Southern Comfort
Drambuie Liqueur
Bulleit Rye

Vodka
Absolut
S
Filandia
S
Ciroc
P
Belvedere U

White Rum

Gin
Beefeater
Broker’s
Bombay Sapphire
Hendrick’s

S
S
P
P
P
P
P
U

S
S
P
U

Bacardi
S
Malibu
S
Diplomatico Blanco Reserva U
Black Rum
Captain Morgan Dark
P
Captain Morgan Spiced
P
Diplomatico Reserva Exclusiva U

Other Drinks
Olmeca white/yellow Tequila
Don Julio Tequila
San Cosme Mezcal
Batida De Coco Coconut Rum
Jagermeister
Ramazzotti Sambuca White
Ramazzotti Sambuca Black
Aperol
Campari
Metaxa 7* Brandy
Cointreau
Baileys
Frangelico
Passoa
Disaronno

S
U
U
S
S
S
S
S
S
U
S
S
S
S
8
S

Beers
Bottles
Amstel [500ml]
Kaiser [500ml]
Corona [330ml]
Mythos Radler [300ml]
Pints
Mythos Pint
Mythos ½ Pint
Rekorderlig Strawberry Pint
Rekorderlig Strawberry ½ Pint

4
4
5
3
4.5
3
5.5
4

Buckets Of Beer
The buckets of beer are not charged per
bucket, but per beer. Every bucket fits 4-5 beers.
This means that if you want buckets with Amstel
then your price for every bucket of beer would be
equal to the price of 4 Amstel. It is possible to
have bottles of Mythos in buckets but not in the
bar since there is Pint of Mythos and the price is
the same, which means a bottle [500ml] of Mythos
would cost equal to a Pint of Mythos (4.5).
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Wines
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